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country’s last age of ascendance and how it came to an end in the nineteenth-century Opium War. As one of
the most potent turning points in the country’s modern history, the Opium War has since come to stand for
everything that today’s China seeks to put behind it. In this dramatic, epic story, award-winning historian
Stephen Platt sheds new light on the early attempts by Western traders and missionaries to “open” China
even as China’s imperial rulers were struggling to manage their country’s decline and Confucian scholars
grappled with how to use foreign trade to China’s advantage. The book paints an enduring portrait of an
immensely profitable—and mostly peaceful—meeting of civilizations that was destined to be shattered by
one of the most shockingly unjust wars in the annals of imperial history. Brimming with a fascinating cast of
British, Chinese, and American characters, this riveting narrative of relations between China and the West
has important implications for today’s uncertain and ever-changing political climate.
Emperor Qianlong - Mark C. Elliott 2009
"This accessible account describes the personal struggles and public drama surrounding one of the major
political figures of the early modern age, with special consideration given to the emperor's efforts to rise
above ethnic divisions and to encompass the political and religious traditions of Han Chinese, Mongols,
Tibetans, Turks, and other peoples of his realm." From Amazon.
Global History with Chinese Characteristics - Manuel Perez-Garcia 2020-11-02
This open access book considers a pivotal era in Chinese history from a global perspective. This book’s
insight into Chinese and international history offers timely and challenging perspectives on initiatives like
“Chinese characteristics”, “The New Silk Road” and “One Belt, One Road” in broad historical context.
Global History with Chinese Characteristics analyses the feeble state capacity of Qing China questioning
the so-called “High Qing” (shèng qīng 盛清) era’s economic prosperity as the political system was set into a
“power paradox” or “supremacy dilemma”. This is a new thesis introduced by the author demonstrating
that interventionist states entail weak governance. Macao and Marseille as a new case study aims to
compare Mediterranean and South China markets to provide new insights into both modern eras’ rising
trade networks, non-official institutions and interventionist impulses of autocratic states such as China’s
Qing and Spain’s Bourbon empires.
Autumn in the Heavenly Kingdom - Stephen R. Platt 2012
Traces the revolution led by a failed civil servant, citing the roles played by the United States and Britain as
well as the contributions of such figures as military strategist Zeng Guofan and Taiping leader Hong
Rengan.
Restless Empire - Odd Arne Westad 2012-08-28
As the twenty-first century dawns, China stands at a crossroads. The largest and most populous country on
earth and currently the world's second biggest economy, China has recently reclaimed its historic place at
the center of global affairs after decades of internal chaos and disastrous foreign relations. But even as
China tentatively reengages with the outside world, the contradictions of its development risks pushing it
back into an era of insularity and instability—a regression that, as China's recent history shows, would have
serious implications for all other nations. In Restless Empire, award-winning historian Odd Arne Westad
traces China's complex foreign affairs over the past 250 years, identifying the forces that will determine the
country's path in the decades to come. Since the height of the Qing Empire in the eighteenth century,
China's interactions—and confrontations—with foreign powers have caused its worldview to fluctuate wildly

Remaking the Chinese Empire - Yuanchong Wang 2018-12-15
Remaking the Chinese Empire examines China’s development from an empire into a modern state through
the lens of Sino-Korean political relations during the Qing period. Incorporating Korea into the historical
narrative of the Chinese empire, it demonstrates that the Manchu regime used its relations with Chosŏn
Korea to establish, legitimize, and consolidate its identity as the civilized center of the world, as a
cosmopolitan empire, and as a modern sovereign state. For the Manchu regime and for the Chosŏn
Dynasty, the relationship was one of mutual dependence, central to building and maintaining political
legitimacy. Yuanchong Wang illuminates how this relationship served as the very model for China’s foreign
relations. Ultimately, this precipitated contests, conflicts, and compromises among empires and states in
East Asia, Inner Asia, and Southeast Asia – in particular, in the nineteenth century when international law
reached the Chinese world. By adopting a long-term and cross-border perspective on high politics at the
empire’s core and periphery, Wang revises our understanding of the rise and transformation of the last
imperial dynasty of China. His work reveals new insights on the clashes between China’s foreign relations
system and its Western counterpart, imperialism and colonialism in the Chinese world, and the formation of
modern sovereign states in East Asia. Most significantly, Remaking the Chinese Empire breaks free of the
established, national history-oriented paradigm, establishing a new paradigm through which to observe and
analyze the Korean impact on the Qing Dynasty.
China’s Cosmopolitan Empire - Mark Edward Lewis 2012-04-09
The Tang dynasty is often called China’s “golden age,” a period of commercial, religious, and cultural
connections from Korea and Japan to the Persian Gulf, and a time of unsurpassed literary creativity. Mark
Lewis captures a dynamic era in which the empire reached its greatest geographical extent under Chinese
rule, painting and ceramic arts flourished, women played a major role both as rulers and in the economy,
and China produced its finest lyric poets in Wang Wei, Li Bo, and Du Fu. The Chinese engaged in extensive
trade on sea and land. Merchants from Inner Asia settled in the capital, while Chinese entrepreneurs set off
for the wider world, the beginning of a global diaspora. The emergence of an economically and culturally
dominant south that was controlled from a northern capital set a pattern for the rest of Chinese imperial
history. Poems celebrated the glories of the capital, meditated on individual loneliness in its midst, and
described heroic young men and beautiful women who filled city streets and bars. Despite the romantic
aura attached to the Tang, it was not a time of unending peace. In 756, General An Lushan led a revolt that
shook the country to its core, weakening the government to such a degree that by the early tenth century,
regional warlordism gripped many areas, heralding the decline of the Great Tang.
China's Last Empire - John and Diane Cooke Professor of Chinese History William T Rowe, Ph.D. 2009-10-15
In a brisk revisionist history, William Rowe challenges the standard narrative of Qing China as a decadent,
inward-looking state that failed to keep pace with the modern West. This original, thought-provoking
history of China's last empire is a must-read for understanding the challenges facing China today.
The Qing Dynasty - Captivating History 2019-12-30
Succeeding the Ming dynasty in 1644, the Qing emperors managed to create one of the largest empires
ever to exist in the territories of Asia and the fifth largest empire in the world.
Imperial Twilight - Stephen R. Platt 2019-04-23
As China reclaims its position as a world power, Imperial Twilight looks back to tell the story of the
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between extremes of dominance and subjugation, emulation and defiance. From the invasion of Burma in
the 1760s to the Boxer Rebellion in the early 20th century to the 2001 standoff over a downed U.S. spy
plane, many of these encounters have left Chinese with a lingering sense of humiliation and resentment,
and inflamed their notions of justice, hierarchy, and Chinese centrality in world affairs. Recently, China's
rising influence on the world stage has shown what the country stands to gain from international
cooperation and openness. But as Westad shows, the nation's success will ultimately hinge on its ability to
engage with potential international partners while simultaneously safeguarding its own strength and
stability. An in-depth study by one of our most respected authorities on international relations and
contemporary East Asian history, Restless Empire is essential reading for anyone wishing to understand the
recent past and probable future of this dynamic and complex nation.
Making China Modern - Klaus Mühlhahn 2019-01-14
Klaus Mühlhahn situates modern China in the nation's long, dynamic tradition of overcoming adversity and
weakness through creative adaptation--a legacy of crisis and recovery that is apparent today in China's
triumphs but also in its most worrisome trends. Mühlhahn's panoramic survey rewrites the history of
modern China for a new generation.
British Naturalists in Qing China - Fa-ti FAN 2009-06-30
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Western scientific interest in China focused primarily on
natural history. Prominent scholars in Europe as well as Westerners in China, including missionaries,
merchants, consular officers, and visiting plant hunters, eagerly investigated the flora and fauna of China.
Yet despite the importance and extent of this scientific activity, it has been entirely neglected by historians
of science. This book is the first comprehensive study on this topic. In a series of vivid chapters, Fa-ti Fan
examines the research of British naturalists in China in relation to the history of natural history, of empire,
and of Sino-Western relations. The author gives a panoramic view of how the British naturalists and the
Chinese explored, studied, and represented China's natural world in the social and cultural environment of
Qing China. Using the example of British naturalists in China, the author argues for reinterpreting the
history of natural history, by including neglected historical actors, intellectual traditions, and cultural
practices. His approach moves beyond viewing the history of science and empire within European history
and considers the exchange of ideas, aesthetic tastes, material culture, and plants and animals in local and
global contexts. This compelling book provides an innovative framework for understanding the formation of
scientific practice and knowledge in cultural encounters. Table of Contents: Acknowledgments Introduction
I. The Port 1. Natural History in a Chinese EntrepÃ ́t 2. Art, Commerce, and Natural History II. The Land 3.
Science and Informal Empire 4. Sinology and Natural History 5. Travel and Fieldwork in the Interior
Epilogue Appendix: Selected Biographical Notes Abbreviations Notes Index Fa-ti Fan's study of the
encounter between the British culture of the naturalist and the Chinese culture of the Qing is both a delight
and a revelation. The topic has scarcely been addressed by historians of science, and this work fills
important gaps in our knowledge of British scientific practice in a noncolonial context and of Chinese
reactions to Western science in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In addition to the culture of
Victorian naturalists and Sinology, Fan shows an admirable grasp of visual representation in science,
Chinese taxonomic schemes, Chinese export art, British imperial scholarship, and journeys of exploration.
His treatment of the China trade and descriptions of Chinese markets and nurseries are especially
welcome. I learned a great deal, and I strongly recommend this book. --Philip Rehbock, author of
Philosophical Naturalists: Themes in Early Nineteenth-Century British Biology By focusing on the
experiences of British naturalists in China during a time when it was gradually being opened up to foreign
influences, Fan makes at least two important contributions to history of science: He gives us an
authoritative study of British naturalists in China (as far as I know the only one of its kind), and he forces us
to rethink some of our categories for doing history of science, including how we conceive of the relationship
between science and imperialism, and between Western naturalist and native. Fan's scholarship is
meticulous, with careful attention to detail, and his prose is clear, controlled, and succinct. --Bernard
Lightman, editor of Victorian Science in Context
The Early Chinese Empires - Mark Edward Lewis 2010-10-30
In 221 bc the First Emperor of Qin unified the lands that would become the heart of a Chinese empire.
chinas-last-empire-the-great-qing-history-of-imperial-china

Though forged by conquest, this vast domain depended for its political survival on a fundamental reshaping
of Chinese culture. With this informative book, we are present at the creation of an ancient imperial order
whose major features would endure for two millennia. The Qin and Han constitute the "classical period" of
Chinese history--a role played by the Greeks and Romans in the West. Mark Edward Lewis highlights the
key challenges faced by the court officials and scholars who set about governing an empire of such scale
and diversity of peoples. He traces the drastic measures taken to transcend, without eliminating, these
regional differences: the invention of the emperor as the divine embodiment of the state; the establishment
of a common script for communication and a state-sponsored canon for the propagation of Confucian ideals;
the flourishing of the great families, whose domination of local society rested on wealth, landholding, and
elaborate kinship structures; the demilitarization of the interior; and the impact of non-Chinese warriornomads in setting the boundaries of an emerging Chinese identity. The first of a six-volume series on the
history of imperial China, The Early Chinese Empires illuminates many formative events in China's long
history of imperialism--events whose residual influence can still be discerned today.
Crimson Rain - William T. Rowe 2007
This book explores the cultural and social roots of violence in China by studying the history of recurrent,
massive carnage in one county, Macheng, between the expulsion of the Mongols in the 14th century and
the Japanese invasion of 1938.
Across Forest, Steppe, and Mountain - David A. Bello 2016-02-04
Using Manchu and Chinese sources, this book explores the environmental history of Qing China's
Manchurian, Inner Mongolian, and Yunnan borderlands.
The History of China's Qing Dynasty - Lilly Wei 2018-05-06
The Qing Dynasty was the last imperial dynasty in China, which it ruled for 268 years. After rising to power
in 1644, it managed to cling to power for the better part of three centuries until it was overthrown first in
1911, and finally in 1912 after a brief reprieve. Within the timeline of Chinese history, it follows the Ming
Dynasty, which ruled China from 1368-1644, and precedes the formation of the Republic of China, which
was formed in 1912 and lasted until Mao Zedong seized power in 1949. The Qing Dynasty is a period of
Chinese history that is known for having had powerful rulers who each had long reigns. The period was one
of prosperity for the country and its people, but it was also plagued with natural disasters, invasions by
foreign armies, entanglements with foreign commercial interests, and rebellions from within its own
borders that eventually brought the dynasty down, marking the end of imperial rule in China. Given all of
the turmoil surrounding it, it is nothing short of astounding that the dynasty managed to keep power over
such a vast, multicultural domain for as long as it did. The History of China's Qing Dynasty tells the story of
how the last imperial rulers wielded power and kept various forces at bay for more than 250 years.
China: A History - Harold Miles Tanner 2009-03-13
A deep and rigorous, yet eminently accessible introduction to the political, social, and cultural development
of imperial Chinese civilisation, this volume develops a number of important themes -- such as the ethnic
diversity of the early empires -- that other editions omit entirely or discuss only minimally. Includes a
general introduction, chronology, bibliography, illustrations, maps, and an index.
The Age of Confucian Rule - Dieter Kuhn 2011-10-15
Just over a thousand years ago, the Song dynasty emerged as the most advanced civilization on earth.
Within two centuries, China was home to nearly half of all humankind. In this concise history, we learn why
the inventiveness of this era has been favorably compared with the European Renaissance, which in many
ways the Song transformation surpassed. With the chaotic dissolution of the Tang dynasty, the old
aristocratic families vanished. A new class of scholar-officials—products of a meritocratic examination
system—took up the task of reshaping Chinese tradition by adapting the precepts of Confucianism to a
rapidly changing world. Through fiscal reforms, these elites liberalized the economy, eased the tax burden,
and put paper money into circulation. Their redesigned capitals buzzed with traders, while the education
system offered advancement to talented men of modest means. Their rationalist approach led to inventions
in printing, shipbuilding, weaving, ceramics manufacture, mining, and agriculture. With a realist’s eye, they
studied the natural world and applied their observations in art and science. And with the souls of diplomats,
they chose peace over war with the aggressors on their borders. Yet persistent military threats from these
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nomadic tribes—which the Chinese scorned as their cultural inferiors—redefined China’s understanding of
its place in the world and solidified a sense of what it meant to be Chinese. The Age of Confucian Rule is an
essential introduction to this transformative era. “A scholar should congratulate himself that he has been
born in such a time” (Zhao Ruyu, 1194).
China's Last Empire - William T. Rowe 2010-02-15
In a brisk revisionist history, William Rowe challenges the standard narrative of Qing China as a decadent,
inward-looking state that failed to keep pace with the modern West. This original, thought-provoking
history of China's last empire is a must-read for understanding the challenges facing China today.
From Frontier Policy to Foreign Policy - Matthew Mosca 2013-02-20
Between the mid-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries, Qing rulers, officials, and scholars fused
diverse, fragmented perceptions of foreign territory into one integrated worldview. In the same period, a
single "foreign" policy emerged as an alternative to the many localized "frontier" policies hitherto pursued
on the coast, in Xinjiang, and in Tibet. By unraveling Chinese, Manchu, and British sources to reveal the
information networks used by the Qing empire to gather intelligence about its emerging rival, British India,
this book explores China's altered understanding of its place in a global context. Far from being hobbled by
a Sinocentric worldview, Qing China's officials and scholars paid close attention to foreign affairs. To meet
the growing British threat, they adapted institutional practices and geopolitical assumptions to coordinate a
response across their maritime and inland borderlands. In time, the new and more active response to
Western imperialism built on this foundation reshaped not only China's diplomacy but also the internal
relationship between Beijing and its frontiers.
New Qing Imperial History - Ruth W. Dunnell 2004-07-31
New Qing Imperial History uses the Manchu summer capital of Chengde and associated architecture, art
and ritual activity as the focus for an exploration of the importance of Inner Asia and Tibet to the Qing
Empire (1636-1911). Well-known contributors argue that the Qing was not simply another Chinese dynasty,
but was deeply engaged in Inner Asia not only militarily, but culturally, politically and ideologically.
Emphasizing the diverse range of peoples in the Qing empire, this book analyzes the importance to Chinese
history of Manchu relations with Tibetan prelates, Mongolian chieftains, and the Turkic elites of Xinjiang. In
offering a new appreciation of a culturally and politically complex period, the authors discuss the nature
and representation of emperorship, especially under Qianlong (r. 1736-1795), and examine the role of ritual
in relations with Inner Asia, including the vaunted (but overrated) tribute system. By using a specific
artifact or text as a starting point for analysis in each chapter, the contributors not only include material
previously unavailable in English but allow the reader an intimate knowledge of life at Chengde and its
significance to the Qing period as a whole.
The Qing Empire and the Opium War - Haijian Mao 2016-10-18
A comprehensive study of the Opium War that presents a revisionist reading of the conflict and its main
Chinese protagonists.
The Manchu Way - Mark C. Elliott 2001
In 1644, the Manchus, a relatively unknown people inhabiting China's northeastern frontier, overthrew the
Ming, Asia's mightiest rulers, and established the Qing dynasty, This book supplies a radically new
perspective on the formative period of the modern Chinese nation.
China's Last Empire - William T. Rowe 2012-09-10
In a brisk revisionist history, William Rowe challenges the standard narrative of Qing China as a decadent,
inward-looking state that failed to keep pace with the modern West. This original, thought-provoking
history of China's last empire is a must-read for understanding the challenges facing China today.
Our Great Qing - Johan Elverskog 2008-07-31
"In a sweeping overview of four centuries of Mongolian history that draws on previously untapped sources,
Johan Elverskog opens up totally new perspectives on some of the most urgent questions historians have
recently raised about the role of Buddhism in the constitution of the Qing empire. Theoretically informed
and strongly comparative in approach, Elverskog’s work tells a fascinating and important story that will
interest all scholars working at the intersection of religion and politics." —Mark Elliott, Harvard University
"Johan Elverskog has rewritten the political and intellectual history of Mongolia from the bottom up, telling
chinas-last-empire-the-great-qing-history-of-imperial-china

a convincing story that clarifies for the first time the revolutions which Mongolian concepts of community,
rule, and religion underwent from 1500 to 1900. His account of Qing rule in Mongolia doesn’t just tell us
what images the Qing emperors wished to project, but also what images the Mongols accepted themselves,
and how these changed over the centuries. In the scope of time it covers, the originality of the views
advanced, and the accuracy of the scholarship upon which it is based, Our Great Qing seems destined to
mark a watershed in Mongolian studies. It will be essential reading for specialists in Mongolian studies and
will make an important contribution and riposte to the ‘new Qing history’ now changing the face of late
imperial Chinese history. Specialists in Tibetan Buddhism and Buddhism’s interaction with the political
realm will also find in this work challenging and thought-provoking." —ChristopherAtwood, Indiana
University Although it is generally believed that the Manchus controlled the Mongols through their
patronage of Tibetan Buddhism, scant attention has been paid to the Mongol view of the Qing imperial
project. In contrast to other accounts of Manchu rule, Our Great Qing focuses not only on what images the
metropole wished to project into Mongolia, but also on what images the Mongols acknowledged
themselves. Rather than accepting the Manchu’s use of Buddhism, Johan Elverskog begins by questioning
the static, unhistorical, and hegemonic view of political life implicit in the Buddhist explanation. By
stressing instead the fluidity of identity and Buddhist practice as processes continually developing in
relation to state formations, this work explores how Qing policies were understood by Mongols and how
they came to see themselves as Qing subjects. In his investigation of Mongol society on the eve of the
Manchu conquest, Elverskog reveals the distinctive political theory of decentralization that fostered the
civil war among the Mongols. He explains how it was that the Manchu Great Enterprise was not to win over
"Mongolia" but was instead to create a unified Mongol community of which the disparate preexisting
communities would merely be component parts. A key element fostering this change was the Qing court’s
promotion of Gelukpa orthodoxy, which not only transformed Mongol historical narratives and rituals but
also displaced the earlier vernacular Mongolian Buddhism. Finally, Elverskog demonstrates how this
eighteenth-century conception of a Mongol community, ruled by an aristocracy and nourished by a
Buddhist emperor, gave way to a pan-Qing solidarity of all Buddhist peoples against Muslims and Christians
and to local identities that united for the first time aristocrats with commoners in a new Mongol Buddhist
identity on the eve of the twentieth century.
China Between Empires - Mark Edward Lewis 2011-04-30
After the collapse of the Han dynasty in the third century CE, China divided along a north-south line. Mark
Lewis traces the changes that both underlay and resulted from this split in a period that saw the
geographic redefinition of China, more engagement with the outside world, significant changes to family
life, developments in the literary and social arenas, and the introduction of new religions. The Yangzi River
valley arose as the rice-producing center of the country. Literature moved beyond the court and capital to
depict local culture, and newly emerging social spaces included the garden, temple, salon, and country
villa. The growth of self-defined genteel families expanded the notion of the elite, moving it away from the
traditional great Han families identified mostly by material wealth. Trailing the rebel movements that
toppled the Han, the new faiths of Daoism and Buddhism altered every aspect of life, including the state,
kinship structures, and the economy. By the time China was reunited by the Sui dynasty in 589 ce, the elite
had been drawn into the state order, and imperial power had assumed a more transcendent nature. The
Chinese were incorporated into a new world system in which they exchanged goods and ideas with states
that shared a common Buddhist religion. The centuries between the Han and the Tang thus had a profound
and permanent impact on the Chinese world.
China Marches West - Peter C Perdue 2009-06-30
From about 1600 to 1800, the Qing empire of China expanded to unprecedented size. Through astute
diplomacy, economic investment, and a series of ambitious military campaigns into the heart of Central
Eurasia, the Manchu rulers defeated the Zunghar Mongols, and brought all of modern Xinjiang and
Mongolia under their control, while gaining dominant influence in Tibet. The China we know is a product of
these vast conquests. Peter C. Perdue chronicles this little-known story of China's expansion into the
northwestern frontier. Unlike previous Chinese dynasties, the Qing achieved lasting domination over the
eastern half of the Eurasian continent. Rulers used forcible repression when faced with resistance, but also
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aimed to win over subject peoples by peaceful means. They invested heavily in the economic and
administrative development of the frontier, promoted trade networks, and adapted ceremonies to the
distinct regional cultures. Perdue thus illuminates how China came to rule Central Eurasia and how it
justifies that control, what holds the Chinese nation together, and how its relations with the Islamic world
and Mongolia developed. He offers valuable comparisons to other colonial empires and discusses the legacy
left by China's frontier expansion. The Beijing government today faces unrest on its frontiers from peoples
who reject its autocratic rule. At the same time, China has launched an ambitious development program in
its interior that in many ways echoes the old Qing policies. China Marches West is a tour de force that will
fundamentally alter the way we understand Central Eurasia.
Ginseng and Borderland - Seonmin Kim 2017-09-12
A free ebook version of this title will be available through Luminos, University of California Press’s Open
Access publishing program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more. Ginseng and Borderland explores the
territorial boundaries and political relations between Qing China and Choson Korea during the period from
the early seventeenth to the late nineteenth centuries. By examining a unique body of materials written in
Chinese, Manchu, and Korean, and building on recent studies in New Qing History, Seonmin Kim adds new
perspectives to current understandings of the remarkable transformation of the Manchu Qing dynasty
(1636–1912) from a tribal state to a universal empire. This book discusses early Manchu history and
explores the Qing Empire’s policy of controlling Manchuria and Choson Korea. Kim also contributes to
theKorean history of the Choson dynasty (1392–1910) by challenging conventional accounts that embrace a
China-centered interpretation of the tributary relationship between the two polities, stressing instead the
agency of Choson Korea in the formation of the Qing Empire. This study demonstrates how Koreans
interpreted and employed this relationship in order to preserve the boundary—and peace—with the
suzerain power. By focusing on the historical significance of the China-Korea boundary, this book defines
the nature of the Qing Empire through the dynamics of contacts and conflicts under both the cultural and
material frameworks of its tributary relationship with Choson Korea.
Qing Governors and Their Provinces - R. Kent Guy 2017-05-01
During the Qing dynasty (1644�1911), the province emerged as an important element in the management
of the expanding Chinese empire, with governors -- those in charge of these increasingly influential
administrative units -- playing key roles. R. Kent Guy�s comprehensive study of this shift concentrates on
the governorship system during the reigns of the Shunzhi, Kangxi, Yongzheng, and Qianlong emperors, who
ruled China from 1644 to 1796. In the preceding Ming dynasty (1368�1644), the responsibilities of
provincial officials were ill-defined and often shifting; Qing governors, in contrast, were influential
members of a formal administrative hierarchy and enjoyed the support of the central government, including
access to resources. These increasingly powerful officials extended the court�s influence into even the
most distant territories of the Qing empire. Both masters of the routine processes of administration and
troubleshooters for the central government, Qing governors were economic and political administrators
who played crucial roles in the management of a larger and more complex empire than the Chinese had
ever known. Administrative concerns varied from region to region: Henan was dominated by the great
Yellow River, which flowed through the province; the Shandong governor dealt with the exchange of goods,
ideas, and officials along the Grand Canal; in Zhili, relations between civilians and bannermen in the
strategically significant coastal plain were key; and in northwestern Shanxi, governors dealt with border
issues. Qing Governors and Their Provinces uses the records of governors� appointments and the laws and
practices that shaped them to reconstruct the development of the office of provincial governor and to
examine the histories of governors� appointments in each province. Interwoven throughout is colorful
detail drawn from the governors� biographies.
The Board of Rites and the Making of Qing China - Macabe Keliher 2019-10-15
The Board of Rites and the Making of Qing China presents a major new approach in research on the
formation of the Qing empire (1636–1912) in early modern China. Focusing on the symbolic practices that
structured domination and legitimized authority, the book challenges traditional understandings of stateformation, and argues that in addition to war making and institution building, the disciplining of diverse
political actors, and the construction of political order through symbolic acts were essential undertakings in
chinas-last-empire-the-great-qing-history-of-imperial-china

the making of the Qing state. Beginning in 1631 with the establishment of the key disciplinary organization,
the Board of Rites, and culminating with the publication of the first administrative code in 1690, Keliher
shows that the Qing political environment was premised on sets of intertwined relationships constantly
performed through acts such as the New Year’s Day ceremony, greeting rites, and sumptuary regulations,
or what was referred to as li in Chinese. Drawing on Chinese- and Manchu-language archival sources, this
book is the first to demonstrate how Qing state-makers drew on existing practices and made up new ones to
reimagine political culture and construct a system of domination that lay the basis for empire.
Saving the World - William T. Rowe 2001
Through the case of a single well-placed official, Chen Hongmou (1696-1771), this book studies the
consciousness and the governing project of the 18th-century Chinese official-elite.
The Qing Dynasty - Captivating History 2019-12-24
Succeeding the Ming dynasty in 1644, the Qing emperors managed to create one of the largest empires
ever to exist in the territories of Asia and the fifth largest empire in the world.
China - Joseph W. Esherick 2013-12-17
The Qing dynasty was China’s last, and it created an empire of unprecedented size and prosperity. However
in 1911 the empire collapsed within a few short months, and China embarked on a revolutionary course
that lasted through most of the twentieth century. The 1911 Revolution ended two millennia of imperial
rule and established the Republic of China, but dissatisfaction with the early republic fuelled further
revolutionary movements, each intended to be more thoroughgoing than the last, from the National
Revolution of the 1920s, to the Communist Revolution, and finally the Cultural Revolution. On the
centenary of the 1911 Revolution, Chinese scholars debated the causes and significance of the empire’s
collapse, and this book presents twelve of the most important contributions. Rather than focusing on Sun
Yat-sen’s relatively weak and divided revolutionary movement, as much previous scholarship has, these
studies examine the internal dynamics of political and socio-economic change in China. The chapters reveal
how reforms in education, army organization, and constitutional rule created new social forces and political
movements that undermined dynastic legitimacy within China and on its frontiers. Through detailed
analyses, using new archival, memoir, diary, and newspaper sources, the authors cast new light on the
sudden collapse of an empire that many thought was at last embarked on a road to reform and national
rejuvenation. China: How the Empire Fell will be of huge interest to students and scholars of modern
Chinese history as well as those of contemporary China.
Rethinking the Decline of China's Qing Dynasty - Daniel McMahon 2014-08-21
The many instances of regional insurgency and unrest that erupted on China’s borderlands at the turn of
the nineteenth century are often regarded by scholars as evidence of government disability and the
incipient decline of the imperial Qing dynasty. This book, based on extensive original research, argues that,
on the contrary, the response of the imperial government went well beyond pacification and reconstruction,
and demonstrates that the imperial political culture was dynamic, innovative and capable of confronting
contemporary challenges. The author highlights in particular the Jiaqing Reforms of 1799, which enabled
national reformist ideology, activist-oriented administrative education, the development of specialised
frontier officials, comprehensive borderland rehabilitation, and the sharing of borderland administration
best practice between different regions. Overall, the book shows that the Qing regime had sustained vigour,
albeit in difficult and changing circumstances.
China: A History (Volume 2) - Harold M. Tanner 2010-03-15
Available in one or two volumes, this accessible, yet rigorous, introduction to the political, social, and
cultural history of China provides a balanced and thoughtful account of the development of Chinese
civilization from its beginnings to the present day. Each volume includes ample illustrations, a full
complement of maps, a chronological table, extensive notes, recommendations for further reading and an
index. Volume 1: From Neolithic Cultures through the Great Qing Empire (10,000 BCE—1799). Volume 2:
From the Great Qing Empire through the People's Republic of China (1644—2009).
The Peking Gazette in Late Imperial China - Emily Mokros 2021-03-31
In the Qing dynasty (1644–1911), China experienced far greater access to political information than
suggested by the blunt measures of control and censorship employed by modern Chinese regimes. A
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tenuous partnership between the court and the dynamic commercial publishing enterprises of late imperial
China enabled the publication of gazettes in a wide range of print and manuscript formats. For both
domestic and foreign readers these official gazettes offered vital information about the Qing state and its
activities, transmitting state news across a vast empire and beyond. And the most essential window onto
Qing politics was the Peking Gazette, a genre that circulated globally over the course of the dynasty. This
illuminating study presents a comprehensive history of the Peking Gazette and frames it as the cornerstone
of a Qing information policy that, paradoxically, prized both transparency and secrecy. Gazettes gave
readers a glimpse into the state’s inner workings but also served as a carefully curated form of public
relations. Historian Emily Mokros draws from international archives to reconstruct who read the gazette
and how they used it to guide their interactions with the Chinese state. Her research into the Peking
Gazette’s evolution over more than two centuries is essential reading for anyone interested in
understanding the relationship between media, information, and state power.
The Qing Dynasty and Traditional Chinese Culture - Richard J. Smith 2015-10-23
The Qing dynasty (1636–1912)—a crucial bridge between “traditional” and “modern” China—was
remarkable for its expansiveness and cultural sophistication. This engaging and insightful history of Qing
political, social, and cultural life traces the complex interaction between the Inner Asian traditions of the
Manchus, who conquered China in 1644, and indigenous Chinese cultural traditions. Noted historian
Richard J. Smith argues that the pragmatic Qing emperors presented a “Chinese” face to their subjects who
lived south of the Great Wall and other ethnic faces (particularly Manchu, Mongolian, Central Asian, and
Tibetan) to subjects in other parts of their vast multicultural empire. They were attracted by many aspects
of Chinese culture, but far from being completely “sinicized” as many scholars argue, they were also proud
of their own cultural traditions and interested in other cultures as well. Setting Qing dynasty culture in
historical and global perspective, Smith shows how the Chinese of the era viewed the world; how their
outlook was expressed in their institutions, material culture, and customs; and how China’s preoccupation
with order, unity, and harmony contributed to the civilization’s remarkable cohesiveness and continuity.
Nuanced and wide-ranging, his authoritative book provides an essential introduction to late imperial
Chinese culture and society.
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China's Last Empire - Brian A. Dursum 2014-09-01
The Last Emperors - Evelyn S. Rawski 1998-11-15
The Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) was the last and arguably the greatest of the conquest dynasties to rule
China. Its rulers, Manchus from the north, held power for three centuries despite major cultural and
ideological differences with the Han majority. In this book, Evelyn Rawski offers a bold new interpretation
of the remarkable success of this dynasty, arguing that it derived not from the assimilation of the dominant
Chinese culture, as has previously been believed, but rather from an artful synthesis of Manchu leadership
styles with Han Chinese policies.
The Troubled Empire - Timothy Brook 2013-03-11
The Mongol takeover in the 1270s changed the course of Chinese history. The Confucian empireÑa
millennium and a half in the makingÑwas suddenly thrust under foreign occupation. What China had been
before its reunification as the Yuan dynasty in 1279 was no longer what it would be in the future. Four
centuries later, another wave of steppe invaders would replace the Ming dynasty with yet another foreign
occupation. The Troubled Empire explores what happened to China between these two dramatic invasions.
If anything defined the complex dynamics of this period, it was changes in the weather. Asia, like Europe,
experienced a Little Ice Age, and as temperatures fell in the thirteenth century, Kublai Khan moved south
into China. His Yuan dynasty collapsed in less than a century, but Mongol values lived on in Ming
institutions. A second blast of cold in the 1630s, combined with drought, was more than the dynasty could
stand, and the Ming fell to Manchu invaders. Against this backgroundÑthe first coherent ecological history
of China in this periodÑTimothy Brook explores the growth of autocracy, social complexity, and
commercialization, paying special attention to ChinaÕs incorporation into the larger South China Sea
economy. These changes not only shaped what China would become but contributed to the formation of the
early modern world.
East Asia in the World - Stephan Haggard 2020-10-29
This accessible collection examines twelve historic events in the international relations of East Asia.
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